Derek MacKinnon explains the hunting
procedure for the day and which species
will be available for hunting.

The Namibian hunting trip
Compiled by Margaret Botha

director Derek MacKinnon awaited us. It was almost midnight and one would have
expected everybody to be exhausted. However, we were so excited about the opportunity to hunt in Namibia that nothing could dampen our spirits. With only a few
hours of sleep, we woke up very early the next morning, eager to face the challenges the day would bring.

First skills test

The skills test was very challenging, especially in temperatures ranging from 4 °C
to 35 °C. Unlike the first trip, the girls came prepared but still had no idea what was
awaiting them!

Rifle and ammunition inspection

One by one the huntresses were called to where the tree judges – Hancke Hudson,
Abri Arlow and Margaret Botha – were waiting with a clipboard, ready to judge
them while the cameras were rolling. Being captured on video proved to be stressful although the girls had been through this experience before, and emotions were
running high. Hancke greeted the participants one by one and then read the rules
to them.

T

he contestants, filming crew,
rest of the crew members and
the judges were very excited to
set off on the long road trip to Namibia.
Nothing could keep us from doing this
trip! After 21 long hours filled with excitement, we drove through the Hoodia
Hunting Ranch gate where managing

First morning hunt

The six finalists were divided into three groups, just like for the KwaZulu-Natal
hunt. The three judges decided who the first hunter would be. This time draws were
made but only for the rifle calibre. Each hunter would be followed by her co-hunter.
They would be accompanied by the farm PH, Bulla Kruger, who would make sure
they took the correct species. They in turn would be followed by the cameraman
and the judge. Due to the large group the participants had to apply their hunting
skills to the best of their ability. The terrain was extremely challenging, but yet
some huntresses managed to hunt their quarry without any cover – something that

After an exhausting day of hunting in the
Namibia heat, everybody relaxed around the
campfire and discussed the events of the day.

the people from Namibia are very familiar with! Not all hunts
were successful, which also led to great disappointment.

Afternoon hunt

The finalists were hunting with the same calibre but as with
the previous hunt, the hunter was now the co-hunter and vice
versa. With all six finalists ready for their hunt, and with a better idea of what the terrain looked like, we left. The huntresses were becoming quieter by the day as the exhausting heat
began to take its toll.

Second skills test

Tension ran high as the finalists returned to the shooting
range for the next skills test in the form of a quick-loading
exercise (blindfolded). This skills test was based on a scenario in the hunting field where one has lost one’s eyesight
in a dangerous situation. The participants had to prove that
they could load their firearm and aim it in the direction of the
oncoming danger to protect their own life.

Morning hunt

Many mistakes were made but the huntresses made the best
of a bad situation by persevering, arms and legs aching and
sweat pouring down their faces. There was no lack of determination to succeed!

Afternoon hunt

Only a few contestants still had to hunt their species. They
set out from the lodge with their co-hunter, judge, PH and
cameraman. There was no time to make the same mistakes

again. With the clock ticking and the scorching heat the hunt
became very intense. However, the hunter and her co-hunter
worked well together as a team and it paid off – with just one
hour left, the huntress brought her quarry down with a perfect
heart shot!
They were overjoyed, not knowing whether to laugh or cry.
The photo session and interviews followed, upon which they
returned to the lodge where everybody shared in the joy of a
successful hunt.

Third skills test

This test consisted of a distance exercise. The finalists were
given three Peregrine bullets. They needed to load the magazine and when the clock started, they had to take one shot at
each target, with all targets at varying distances. But the girls
proved their mettle and all did well.

Last and final skills test

This was the toughest test of them all – long-range shooting
with obstacles! It took place during the hottest part of the day,
and in Namibia this is not for the faint-hearted. First they had
to climb a rocky mountain, take aim over a rock from a prone
position and hit a gong 300 m further down. Then they had
to climb down to the next shooting station where they had to
aim at a 200 m gong from a sitting position. Next they had to
run to the third and last station where they had to shoot at a
100 m gong from a standing position, using shooting sticks.
Thereafter, they had to run back to where they had started to
finish the course.
This route was very difficult, especially with the heat and

The huntresses had to face a few challenges
to determine who would walk away with the
sought-after title.

strong wind, which hampered the shooting. Despite the trying
conditions, all finalists successfully completed the course and
then had a well-deserved swim to cool off and relax. All that
remained were the last interviews and photo shoots.

Thank you

Our heartfelt thanks go to Derek MacKinnon and his lovely
wife as well as all the staff members of Hoodia Hunting Ranch
in Namibia for their hospitality and all the great treats. Derek,
thank you for all the animals you allowed the top six finalists to
hunt and the delicious meals your wife and staff prepared for
us. Namibia exceeded our wildest expectations!

